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Session 1
Professional Learning Communities:
What It Is and What It Isn’t!
A lot is written and spoken about in terms of PLCs. In this session Gavin will outline, from the field of both research
and practice, six fundamental questions and characteristics that set PLCs aside from more traditional models of
schooling, and help to build staff understanding of what it means to work in a PLC while incorporating strategies
with a relentless focus on learning.
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Understand what it means to be a PLC
A professional learning community is a group of connected and engaged professionals
who are responsible for driving change and improvement within, between and across
schools that will directly benefit learners.
– Alma Harris and Michelle Jones (2010, p. 173)

As more and more PLCs are established within schools across Australia, the first priority of
school leaders is to develop an understanding of why and how this approach provides the
best results when it comes to whole-school improvement. In striving to build an understanding of the process and purpose of a PLC, Australian schools can take the first of many steps
on the PLC journey towards achieving high levels of learning for all students.

KEY ACTIONS
Three key actions are essential to understanding what it means to be a PLC:
 ACTION 1.1: Understand the purpose of a PLC
 ACTION 1.2: Understand the PLC process
 ACTION 1.3: Understand where professional learning sits within the PLC context

ACTION 1.1: UNDERSTAND THE PURPOSE OF A PLC
Why? This simple but powerful question sits at the heart of courageous PLC leadership. Sinek
(2009), who is internationally renowned for his work on leadership, shared the following insight during a popular TED Talk:
Every single person, every single organization on the planet knows what they
do, 100 per cent. Some know how they do it … But very, very few people or
organizations know why they do what they do. By ‘why’, I mean: What’s your
purpose? What’s your cause? What’s your belief? Why does your organization
exist? Why do you get out of bed in the morning? And why should anyone care?
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Unfortunately, many Australian educators continue to operate in school communities that
lack a sense of purpose in relation to student learning. School leaders can become so
preoccupied by bureaucratic and accountability concerns that they never quite find the time
to contemplate – let alone commit to – what their school’s mission and vision might be in
relation to the students it supposedly serves. The problem with this lack of direction is vividly
portrayed by Lewis Carroll (2014) in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland when Alice encounters
the Cheshire Cat at a fork in the road and seeks his advice about which route to take:
‘Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?’
‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,’ said the Cat.
‘I don’t much care where –’ said Alice.
‘Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,’ said the Cat.
The point is that until Alice decides upon the purpose of her journey, she cannot know which
road will take her in the direction she wants to go. There are many schools in Australia today
that function like Alice in this moment: caught at the fork in the road, they are suspended in
a holding pattern, too tentative or too distracted to make a commitment to change. Absent
of the sense of purpose required to make informed decisions, these conventional schools
often end up choosing the road dictated by external stakeholders, system leaders and policymakers. As a result, they remain teacher-centric, curriculum-centric and compliance-centric
to the point of inertia. While school leaders and teachers struggle to meet the never-ending
challenges meted out by external educational authorities, students – supposedly the heart
and soul of the school system – are all but forgotten.
In contrast to the directionlessness that often characterises conventional schools, every PLC
shares the same foundational purpose: high levels of learning for all students. In this way,
PLCs place student learning at the centre of both the day-to-day operations of the school and
its larger vision for transformative collaboration. What’s more, unlike the top-down approach
to improvement common in conventional schools, in a PLC all participants in the school community have a role to play in making high levels of learning a reality of all students.
 SCHOOL LEADERS need to understand how to engineer supportive conditions so
that teachers and students can focus on the core business of learning.
 TEACHERS need to understand how to engage in the collaborative enterprise of
monitoring and improving curriculum, assessment and instruction to support student learning.
 STUDENTS need to understand implicitly that their school will not fail them.
 PARENTS need to understand that the school is constantly reviewing practices and
structures to ensure that all students will be successful learners.
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Only when there is community-wide agreement about the fundamental purpose of a PLC –
high levels of learning for all students – can there be a clear direction and agreed-upon practices that build collective capacity and collective action. As a result, the leader who commits
to this clear purpose, communicates it to staff members, connects it to concrete actions and
personifies it through everyday leadership behaviours is already a step ahead on the road to
transformative collaboration.

ACTION 1.2: UNDERSTAND THE PLC PROCESS
What PLCs advocate is the migration away from our traditionally independent, isolated, individualist paradigm towards a truly collaborative and integrated organisation with student
learning at its heart. But how is this goal to be achieved? What does the process look like,
and what can schools expect? If you are a school leader starting the journey of transforming
your organisation into a PLC, the following priorities are imperative when it comes to building
the capacity for transformation:
 create a schoolwide culture
 establish effective collaborative teams
 use evidence to improve teaching and learning

CREATE A SCHOOLWIDE CULTURE
School culture has been defined as ‘the deeper level of basic assumptions and beliefs that
are shared by members of an organization, that operate unconsciously, and that define in a
basic ‘take-for-granted’ fashion an organization’s view of itself and its environment’ (Schein
1985, p. 6). A school’s culture is the lens through which the daily work of educators is viewed
and evaluated. Simply put, school culture is ‘the way we do things around here’.
In the past, school culture has been one of the most neglected aspects of the school improvement process. For many decades, it has been written off as the exclusive domain of
the school leader or leadership team, whose responsibility it is to single-handedly create the
culture necessary to drive improvement. When this occurs, an unhealthy mindset of isolation
and dependency starts to infiltrate the school. Teachers begin to perceive themselves as
followers rather than as leaders of learning, and this perpetuates a culture of maintaining the
status quo and discourages meaningful change.
In contrast, PLCs put culture at the heart of continuous improvement so that it becomes the
platform on which educational innovation is anchored. PLC leaders emphasise innovation and
renewal by prioritising interactions that build high levels of professional trust and collective
capacity in order to have an impact on teacher practice and student achievement. As DuFour
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and Mattos (2013) recognise, the most powerful way to improve both teaching and learning
‘is not by micromanaging instruction, but by creating the collaborative culture and collective
responsibility of a professional learning community’. As the collective understanding of PLCs
matures within a school, the school continually sharpens its focus on learning to improve
student achievement.
In Australia, the importance of school culture is recognised by the Australian Institute of
Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL 2012) in its Australian charter for professional learning of teachers and school leaders. AITSL states that a high-quality school culture has the
following elements:


a high degree of leadership support for ongoing adult learning and
risk taking



collective responsibility for improving practice



disciplined collaboration aimed at specific and relevant goals that
relate to the learning needs of students



high levels of trust, interaction and interdependence



support for professional learning through school structures, explicit
planning and the allocation of time



a focus on the professional learning that is most likely to be effective
in improving professional practice and student outcomes (p. 3)

These elements serve as useful markers in a PLC leader’s efforts to monitor the evolution of
the school’s collaborative culture.

ESTABLISH EFFECTIVE COLLABORATIVE TEAMS
A key tenet of PLCs is the establishment of collaborative teams. Educators within a PLC
form smaller collaborative teams, which then meet on a regular basis to share knowledge,
analyse data and generate new ways of functioning in order to best support the learning of
students they serve. Collaborative teams ‘may be various sizes, include members with similar or different roles or responsibilities, and meet frequently face-to-face, virtually, or through
a combination’ (Learning Forward 2015), but they are always guided by the premise that only
through sustained collaborative work can schools achieve their mission of high levels of
learning for all.
In conventional schools, teacher teams have traditionally operated based on a combination of
two styles of interpersonal engagement: coordination and collegiality. To coordinate as a team
is to organise diverse elements together in a congruous operation. Teacher teams coordinate
in school communities to achieve valuable goals, as in the staging of a sports carnival or
arts festival. When coordination is the dominant approach, each teacher has an allocated
and specific role that is performed in isolation but contributes to the success of the event.
4
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As an example, consider the following scenario highlighting a coordination approach:

A year-level collaborative team is meeting to devise a new set of assessment
tasks. There are five teachers in the team, and each teacher designs one
question to contribute to the formative assessment task. Because this team
tends towards a coordination-based engagement style, the teachers design
their contributions in isolation, and then the five discrete assessment activities are collected and combined into one long assessment task. The task is
completed, but there is only a minimum of common understanding as to the
learning targets, criteria and marking rubric.

The collegial style of engagement prioritises strong professional relationships between fellow
educators. Collegiality is conducive to a friendly and respectful environment that promotes
goodwill among colleagues. However, it can also be counterproductive, as in this scenario:

A year-level collaborative team is meeting to devise a new set of assessment
tasks. Vanesh, an experienced teacher, presents a task from the previous
year’s paper without any adjustments. The task does not relate to the new
learning targets or success criteria. The other members of the team recognise it as one of Vanesh’s recycled favourite tasks, which he has included
many times previously because it is quick to mark and keeps the students
busy. The other team members accept Vanesh’s assessment task despite
its lack of relevance because they do not want to jeopardise their personal
and professional relationships with him and the other members of the team.

Needless to say, there will be many times when teachers still need to coordinate and act
collegially in order to successfully provide the services required of them. In a conventional
school, however, these forms of interaction may perpetuate isolated, solution-driven professional practices that offer the promise of a quick fix but cannot provide sustained solutions.
In contrast, PLCs explicitly focus on creating the conditions for positive collective inquiry
through collaboration: an intentional way of interacting with the aim of improving professional
practice in order to achieve and sustain better outcomes for learners. DuFour et al. (2007)
explain that
in a PLC, collaboration represents a systematic process in which teachers
work together interdependently in order to impact their classroom practice
in ways that will lead to better results for their students, for their team, and
for their school. (p. 3)
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The practice of collaboration dictates that to have a transformative impact on learning, educational professionals need to work together in new ways, using new skills and new understandings to move beyond coordination and collegiality into the collaborative construction of
new learning. The following scenario shows how this might look:

A year-level collaborative team is meeting to devise a new set of assessment
tasks. Because their school has recently embarked on the journey towards
becoming a PLC, the teachers in the team are aware of how important it is
to gather useful formative data about what students are learning. They begin
their task by collectively revisiting the curriculum in order to refresh their
understanding of the knowledge and skills that their students need to learn.
They identify the key learning goals that the assessment tasks will measure
and work together to create a set of integrated tasks based on the learning
goals. At their next meeting, a week later, the teachers set aside time to
revisit their assessment tasks and establish a common marking rubric that
they will each use to guide the marking process. When the team collates
the data from each team member, they are able to establish clear areas of
strength and weakness that they can use for future collaborative planning.

Collaborative teams that set realistic, evidence-based learning goals and work continually
to improve student learning become the living embodiment of the school improvement plan
(DuFour & Fullan 2013). In order to make this transformation a reality, however, teams must
attend to a third aspect of the PLC process: using evidence to improve teaching and learning.

USE EVIDENCE TO IMPROVE TEACHING AND LEARNING
To transform an existing teacher team into a high-functioning collaborative team, the team
must begin the powerful process of using evidence to improve learning. According to Dinham
(2008), ‘professional learning needs to be built upon an evidential foundation of what works
in teaching, not fad, fantasy, idealism, ideology or rhetoric’.
The evidence collaborative teams collect on an ongoing basis provides the impetus for teachers to inquire into best practice. This evidence centres on student learning achievement
without exception.

6
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In schools where PLCs thrive, teams adopt a results-orientated approach to achieve their
purpose of ensuring high levels of learning for all students. Consequently, collaborative team
meetings in a PLC routinely involve discussion of questions such as those recommended
by Harris and Jones (2012) in an AITSL document on collaboration in professional learning,
which is central to a PLC:


What is the evidence telling us about the new strategies we are
using?



Does the feedback require that we make some adjustment or refinement to the strategies?



Does the feedback fit what we anticipated or what we already know,
or are there some challenges to our thinking?



Are we able to agree a shared and clear view of what the trial is telling
us?



Can we agree on a way forward? (p. 20)

Ultimately, if data indicates that the team’s collaboration efforts have not resulted in improved outcomes for students, then the team has to question whether it was focused on the
right instruction, assessment or intervention to begin with. The below scenario illustrates how
this situation might play out in a PLC:

Lena, the experienced deputy principal of a large secondary school, has long
been the school’s designated point of contact for external standardised assessments. Each year, she ensures that the standardised assessments are
administered correctly to each cohort, and then she waits to receive the final
results of state and national tests. Within her annual schedule, she assigns
blocks of undisturbed time to meticulously unpack and analyse the data. The
analysis is a lengthy process, but Lena takes pleasure in it because mathematics is her specialist teaching area. She prioritises this responsibility and
feels highly accountable in her role as interpreter of the data for the school
community.
continued
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continued

Once the standardised assessment data has been scrutinised, Lena calls
a meeting of the heads of department to inform them about the academic
trends revealed by the data and share her professional insights. The heads
of department then return to their departmental teams and communicate
the data trends to their teaching staff. Students who have scored below the
minimum standard are identified and assigned to a remediation group for the
next semester, then they are monitored every term for improvement.
Lena has been disseminating data in this manner for many years. She believes her method to be quick and efficient, and it meets her accountability
requirements at a system level. Heads of department are appreciative of
Lena’s expertise in data literacy, as they feel that they lack the skills to interpret the data accurately.
As time goes by, this culture of data dissemination – in which information is
passed from Lena to the heads of department and then from department
heads to the teaching staff – becomes deeply embedded in the school. At
the same time, however, it becomes increasingly apparent that despite Lena’s hard work and dedication, the students’ results show no improvement.
In fact, student performance is noticeably declining in certain learning areas,
including Lena’s own mathematics department. What’s more, the students
identified to receive remediation are the same students year after year, in
what appears to be an eternal cycle of intervention.
Anxious about how to turn this predicament around, the school’s leadership
team begins to investigate the possibility of developing a set of questions
designed to support each collaborative team to analyse their own formative
and summative assessment data. Many staff members are hesitant, but two
departmental teams agree to trial the set of data questions, which include
inquiry into assessment design, delivery and relevance.
The teams agree to focus on sharing wisdom rather than making judgements
about the data. As they become more confident in using the questions,
they begin to share insights about the data with their colleagues in other
departments. Over time, they build on their understanding of the data by
swapping teaching strategies and ideas about instruction, differentiation and
formative assessment practices. When members of one team start to observe one another’s instruction in the classroom environment, a few other
departments recognise this as a good idea and also begin to observe each
other’s practice in their area of instruction.

8
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Although the new method is a success when it comes to fostering collaboration between teachers, it soon becomes apparent that professional
learning is required to improve data literacy skills across the middle-management team. To deal with this issue, Lena asks two other teachers of
mathematics to co-facilitate a series of professional learning sessions to
help staff refine their skills in this area. The sessions are well-attended,
and teachers express a sense of increased confidence in discussing student progress because they now share a common understanding of the
evidence. Meanwhile, as each department begins to spend more common
planning time unwrapping student data, they start to generate some simple but manageable forms of intervention targeted at the specific needs of
these students, maximising the additional time and support they are being
given.
Lena initially finds it extremely challenging to release the school’s data to
other teachers. As she observes the progress of the collaborative teams,
however, she is excited to see the difference it makes in terms of the conversations that she hears about learning. Increasingly, she notices that the
teachers are discussing student learning growth with a heightened sense
of positivity and encouragement. As Lena no longer has to invest significant
time in analysing whole-school data, she chooses to use that time to visit
departmental team meetings. To keep her finger on the data pulse, she attends at least one meeting a fortnight and engages in data conversations
with that team. It does not take long before student achievement begins
noticeably to increase.

This scenario is typical of many teams. It demonstrates that increasing data literacy through
collaboration is a high-leverage practice that improves the integrity of the assessment design
process; the quality of teacher feedback; the efficiency of student-data analysis; and, ultimately, student results.

ACTION 1.3: UNDERSTAND PROFESSIONAL LEARNING WITHIN
THE PLC CONTEXT
A growing body of educational research indicates that the most effective teacher learning
activities – those that have the biggest impact on student achievement – involve forms of
job-embedded professional learning (Coggshall et al. 2012). Like their colleagues throughout
the world, Australian educators are quickly recognising that the establishment and development of effective professional learning is their best hope for sustained improvement in
student outcomes. Collaborating on areas critical to teacher development is becoming more
commonplace.
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While there is nothing new about teachers working together, there is a new understanding
about the conditions necessary to support this collective engagement. Specifically, there is
a visible shift in educational best practice from professional development, in which teachers
are positioned as the passive recipients of predetermined knowledge or skills, to professional learning, which requires that teachers take an active role in the co-construction of
professional knowledge. In a recent paper for AITSL, Mayer and Lloyd (2011) make a point of
noting this distinction:
One issue that needs clarification at the outset is the use of the terms professional development and professional learning … Various authors have,
for some time now, been critical of professional development conceived of
as something that one ‘does’, or that is ‘provided’, or is ‘done to’ teachers,
and that has promoted the notion that it must be closely tied to the context
of teaching and the capacities of teachers … The shift in terminology away
from professional development, as noted in jurisdictions across Australia,
may well reside in these perceptions and the presumed ‘baggage’ associated with poorly conceived, fragmented, one-shot and de-contextualised
‘in-service workshops’. (p. 3)
This perspective is supported by the Canadian educational researcher Fullan (2007), who
writes in no uncertain terms that ‘we must abandon professional development and make
professional learning an everyday experience for all educators’ (p. 36). In Australia as elsewhere, professional development is being subsumed by the more cohesive and dynamic
approach that is professional learning.
It is well-established that the conventional approach of professional development rarely leads
to schoolwide change. In contrast, the PLC approach of professional learning reveals the
way in which collective capacity can be harnessed to improve teacher quality throughout the
entire school community. Professional learning in a PLC becomes a shared enterprise that
is generated by and belongs to the whole school community. Although school leaders remain
necessary to coordinate professional learning and maintain enthusiasm for the work, they
must also relinquish some control over the process by inviting all members of the community
to assume mutual responsibility for ongoing school-based inquiry. The primary aim for leaders of effective PLCs should be to empower other professionals to learn. For this reason, as
Fullan (2011) remarks, professional learning in a PLC is a never-ending journey of continuous
improvement.

REFLECTION
The key message in this chapter is that it takes informed, knowledgeable leadership to effect
the changes required to become a PLC. To lead a successful PLC, a leader must grasp the
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purpose and process of becoming a PLC as well as the role of professional learning. An effective PLC leader has a deep yet ever-evolving understanding of what it means to be a PLC
and is able to leverage this knowledge to engineer the conditions for transformation to occur.
For leaders seeking to develop their understanding of what it means to be a PLC, it may help
to envisage leading the PLC process as analogous to the spinning of a orb-weaver spider’s
web. The spider must sense a change in vibration before the first strand can be reeled successfully, then this initial strand is immediately strengthened with several strong radials and
continuously fortified with circular threads. Similarly, leaders who embark on the PLC process
do so because they are responding to identifiable gaps in student achievement. The centre
of the web is fused together by data, and all PLC actions and interactions radiate as a direct
response to that data. Once the first elements of the PLC are in place, the leader fortifies
them by providing the school culture and structures necessary for success.

REFLECTIVE QUESTIONS
COMMITMENT 1: UNDERSTAND WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A PLC
As you consider each reflective question, contemplate your response and identify the
evidence that supports your thinking.
Action 1.1: Understand the purpose of a PLC
a. How might you explain what you do to ensure high levels of learning for all students at your school?
b. What’s your belief on how student learning can become a central focus in your
leadership?
Action 1.2: Understand the PLC process
a. What does a high-functioning PLC look like, feel like and sound like?
b. How can you reallocate your school’s resources to engineer the conditions for
teachers to analyse data, plan instruction and adjust practices collaboratively?
Action 1.3: Understand professional learning within the PLC context
a. What steps can you take to ensure professional learning is job-embedded in
your school?
b. In what ways might the collaborative teams lead the next phase of professional
learning in your school?
c. How will you broker the resources and support for job-embedded professional
learning to thrive?
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I N S I G H T S

F R O M

T H E

F I E L D

I reckon the PLC process just flows on from team teaching. I always like to work
with people and share ideas, and the PLC is just building on that but making it more
formal so that it’s something you actually follow. I think collaboration arises from the
way the teams are selected to work together, so that they’ve got different skills. It’s
best to have people in a team with a variety of different skills and different talents, not
only to share the responsibility but to see things from a different perspective. That we
trust one another is the thing.
Working in a PLC has made the academic side of things more stringent. We have
our essential standards, and all our planning comes directly from that. Before we
would come in and go, ‘I want something pretty to put up on the wall,’ but now we make
sure the kids are aware of the reason that we’re asking them to complete these tasks.
I am really in tune to what the kids do know and what they don’t know. It used to be
that when we’d taught something, we’d taught it, and if the kids weren’t listening then
bad luck – but now we’re really encouraging the children to have more ownership of
their learning. Doing it as a whole school, everyone’s on the same wavelength.
– JESSICA , YEAR 6 TEACHER

In our PLC, we want student learning to be an ongoing developmental learning
process that everybody has ownership of. One of the things that was important to us
from the very early days was that it couldn’t be a top-down process and we needed
everybody to be involved. By asking people to contribute and talk about what it is they
did or didn’t understand, we keep the lines of communication open. The ownership had
to come back to all of us. I think that’s really important.
Ultimately, it really isn’t about the teaching. It really has become more about the
learning. ‘They haven’t got it, I need to do something – we need to do something so that
these kids have learnt it.’ We used to say, ‘This is the way I’m going to do it, and bad
luck if you don’t get it,’ but now it’s a case of, ‘Well, they didn’t get it this way, so what
other ways can I do it?’ Teachers can try different methods and then compare the results they’ve got with results from other teachers. I think the power to become a better
teacher is driven by the data, and driven by the collaborative team approach as well.
– I V Y, A S S I S TA N T P R I N C I PA L
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We had a lot of discussions early on about the culture of the school. What was
the background of the clientele coming to the school? What were teachers observing
in their classrooms? What was the best way to move kids forward? Where were the
best opportunities for kids? Every answer to these questions came back to learning.
Learning was a pathway through poverty and disadvantage. It was a fairly big impetus
for staff that if we wanted to help these kids, it wouldn’t be the fluffy stuff that we
needed to do. We needed to do the core learning stuff, because that’s actually their
way out of poverty.
Our kids give feedback to the teachers now. They point out when the learning goals
aren’t actually learning-focused.
– CH RIS , PRIN CIPAL

The PLC transformation has been a steep learning curve. In the past, our whole
focus was redoing the school and a lot of building stuff. That was more of a focus than
curriculum and student learning, which was often just ad hoc. The PLC process has
definitely rejuvenated me as a principal in that I now understand where we’re going,
what we’re trying to do and why we’re trying to do it. I’ve got a greater purpose as an
educational leader. I’m more involved in student learning than I was previously.
I enjoy seeing that we’re heading in the right direction, and I enjoy the fact that I
think most staff are pretty committed to it. I think staff members who leave here now
and apply for a job anywhere else are going to be much better prepared because they
can actually talk about how you improve student learning. It gives you the ‘how’ rather
than ‘I’ll do this and it might help’, so I think they’re better placed.
– DR E W, PRIN CIPAL
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Cultural Shifts in a Professional
Learning Community
A Shift in Fundamental Purpose
From a focus on teaching . . .

to a focus on learning

From emphasis on what was taught . . .

to a fixation on what students learned

From coverage of content . . .

to demonstration of proficiency

From providing individual teachers with curriculum
documents such as state standards and curriculum
guides . . .

to engaging collaborative teams in building shared
knowledge regarding essential curriculum

A Shift in Use of Assessments
From infrequent summative assessments . . .

to frequent common formative assessments

From assessments to determine which students
failed to learn by the deadline . . .

to assessments to identify students who need
additional time and support

From assessments used to reward and punish
students . . .

to assessments used to inform and motivate
students

From assessing many things infrequently . . .

to assessing a few things frequently

From individual teacher assessments . . .

to collaborative team–developed assessments

From each teacher determining the criteria to use
in assessing student work . . .

to collaborative teams clarifying the criteria and
ensuring consistency among team members when
assessing student work

From an over-reliance on one kind of assessment . . .

to balanced assessments

From focusing on average scores . . .

to monitoring each student’s proficiency in every
essential skill

A Shift in the Response When Students Don’t Learn
From individual teachers determining the
appropriate response . . .

to a systematic response that ensures support for
every student

From fixed time and support for learning . . .

to time and support for learning as variables

From remediation . . .

to intervention

From invitational support outside of the school day . . .

to directed (that is, required) support occurring
during the school day

From one opportunity to demonstrate learning . . .

to multiple opportunities to demonstrate learning
page 1 of 3

Visit go.SolutionTree.com/PLCbooks to download this free reproducible.
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A Shift in the Work of Teachers
From isolation . . .

to collaboration

From each teacher clarifying what students must
learn . . .

to collaborative teams building shared knowledge
and understanding about essential learning

From each teacher assigning priority to different
learning standards . . .

to collaborative teams establishing the priority of
respective learning standards

From each teacher determining the pacing of the
curriculum . . .

to collaborative teams of teachers agreeing on
common pacing

From individual teachers attempting to discover
ways to improve results . . .

to collaborative teams of teachers helping each
other improve

From privatization of practice . . .

to open sharing of practice

From decisions made on the basis of individual
preferences . . .

to decisions made collectively by building shared
knowledge of best practice

From “collaboration lite” on matters unrelated to
student achievement . . .

to collaboration explicitly focused on issues and
questions that most impact student achievement

From an assumption that these are “my students,
those are your students” . . .

to an assumption that these are “our students”

A Shift in Focus
From an external focus on issues outside of the
school . . .

to an internal focus on steps the staff can take to
improve the school

From a focus on inputs . . .

to a focus on results

From goals related to completion of projects and
activities . . .

to SMART goals demanding evidence of student
learning

From teachers gathering data from their
individually constructed tests in order to assign
grades . . .

to collaborative teams acquiring information from
common assessments in order to inform their
individual and collective practice and respond to
students who need additional time and support

A Shift in School Culture
From independence . . .

to interdependence

From a language of complaint . . .

to a language of commitment

From long-term strategic planning . . .

to planning for short-term wins

From infrequent generic recognition . . .

to frequent specific recognition and a culture of
celebration that creates many winners

page 2 of 3

Visit go.SolutionTree.com/PLCbooks to download this free reproducible.
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A Shift in Professional Development
From external training (workshops and courses) . . .

to job-embedded learning

From the expectation that learning occurs
infrequently (on the few days devoted to
professional development) . . .

to an expectation that learning is ongoing and
occurs as part of routine work practice

From presentations to entire faculties . . .

to team-based action research

From learning by listening . . .

to learning by doing

From learning individually through courses and
workshops . . .

to learning collectively by working together

From assessing impact on the basis of teacher
satisfaction (“Did you like it?”) . . .

to assessing impact on the basis of evidence of
improved student learning

From short-term exposure to multiple concepts
and practices . . .

to sustained commitment to limited focused
initiatives

page 3 of 3

Visit go.SolutionTree.com/PLCbooks to download this free reproducible.
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Session 2
5 Commitments for Leading a PLC
Dive beneath the surface of professional learning communities (PLC) to explore the critical commitments that
leaders must make in order to truly transform school culture and get the results that students deserve. Gavin will
provide insights, tips and techniques to help you transform your school through collaboration with the goal of
becoming a high-performing PLC. Walk away with critical actions that equip leaders with the approach necessary
to challenge the status quo.
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continued

The school’s leadership team does not want to enforce a rule that the same
data protocol must be used across all teams – mainly because different assessment tasks may require dissimilar analysis. However, they are committed to ensuring that the data protocols used by teams reflect best practice in
data analysis and ultimately lead to improved teaching and learning results.
The leadership team decide that the data protocol may be different from
team to team but must include some non-negotiables. After engaging in
readings and discussion using research and examples of data protocols,
they identify a criterion that each team must include in their final product.

In the above example, school leaders ensure that each staff member is clear on common
characteristics of the product, but they also make room for some flexibility in the design of the
product to reflect the variations in data from each key learning area. This approach ensures
commonality in agreed-upon practices, but it also makes it possible for educators to modify
their final product to suit their context.
Product development takes time, commitment and a relentless process of inquiry into best
practice. Leaders of PLCs must ensure that time and effort is not wasted on the creation of
ineffective products that do not lead to improvements in student learning. Instead, leaders
must support their colleagues to access relevant information to support product generation,
so that each team creates effective products that are successful, useful and aligned to the
school’s mission and vision.

ALIGNMENT OF PURPOSE, PROCESS AND PRODUCT
School leaders can have a clear mission and vision for their school, but without clarity among
all stakeholders about the right strategies and agreed implementation, very little progress
will be made. When leaders fall into the trap of being ambiguous about the purpose, process
and products of both cultural and structural changes, intentions become questionable, doubt
begins to fester and efforts decrease. Leaders should carefully and strategically consider
the culture they are trying to achieve and the structures that are required to support them to
achieve such a culture. When all members of a school are clear about the purpose of what
they are working on, the processes they would use and the products that are expected, then
they are more likely to be successful in the change process. The success of this process is
reliant on the clarity that leaders can provide.
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ACTION 5.3: CREATE CLARITY THROUGH PROTOCOLS
Clarity in purpose, process and product is of great significance in reculturing schools to become PLCs. However, a major factor that can affect clarity is communication. One tool that
school leaders can utilise to ensure clear communication, especially within collaborative
teams, is protocols to enhance professional dialogue. Protocols allow school leaders to foster a culture that is rich in communication. This allows communication to go beyond sharing
to one of professional challenge and inquiry. In Action 5.3 we will first provide some background about the use of protocols in a PLC and then share four protocols that educators can
use to grow the collaborative dialogue of a PLC.

THE ROLE OF DIALOGUE IN TRANSFORMATIVE COLLABORATION
Research into dialogue highlights the importance of learning about oneself and others through
discussing experiences, theories, hopes and fears (Clark 2001; Dalton 2010). Leading social
constructivists such as Bandura (1993), Bruner (1985) and Piaget (1973) place dialogue at
the centre of learning, as learning is understood to be a social process. More recently, Graham (2007) describes how within a collaborative team structure, dialogue is the foundation
of the learning community, since it is the medium through which all information is exchanged.
These theories and beliefs are significant within a PLC, where collaborative dialogue is paramount to learning.
Dialogue, according to Burbules (1993), must encapsulate at least two points of view and
requires participants to mediate between more than one perspective (p. xii). It is within this
mediation that clarity of intention and meaning is vital – for without it, relationships between
colleagues can be broken. Clark (2001) employs criteria for teacher conversations to ensure
different viewpoints are heard. The criteria include:
 articulating implicit theories and beliefs
 developing a sense of personal and professional identity
 receiving hope and relational connections
 reaffirmation of ideals and commitments
 developing specific techniques and solutions to problems
 learning how to engage in learning conversations
The above criteria are a useful frame for leaders to reflect on the current state of dialogue
within collaborative teams and set goals for future development. Leaders should be clear on
the strategies that they can use to encourage professional discussion that centres on teaching and learning. Protocols allow collaborative teams to hold each other accountable for in-
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structional practice and results, respect each other’s opinions and, most importantly, believe
that they are always capable of improving their own practice (Elmore 2004; Fullan 2001).

USING PROTOCOLS TO SUPPORT COLLABORATIVE DIALOGUE
Dialogue about student learning and teaching practice in ways that will lead to improved
learning results is essential to school improvement. As Elmore and colleagues (2009) explain,
‘The problem is not that the schools don’t have access to knowledge. The problem is that
they don’t have a process of translating that knowledge systematically into practice’ (p. 9).
Professional conversations may become shallow because the language does not support
a collaborative understanding of teaching and learning. This suggests that the language in
collaborative interactions can become a barrier to developing common understandings.
One way to overcome this obstacle is through the use of protocols. According to Glaude
(2011), ‘A protocol is a process for guiding a professional learning conversation. The purpose
of a protocol is to build the skills and promote the culture necessary for ongoing collaborative
learning’ (p. 2). Glaude offers the following list of traits to explain how protocols can support
clear and effective dialogue in professional learning conversations:
A protocol:

22



keeps a group conversation focused in order to generate a wealth of
helpful conversation and feedback in a limited amount of time



encourages all members of the group to offer their most thoughtful
and useful feedback and/or insights on a specific topic



helps less verbal participants offer their voices into the conversation



promotes thoughtfulness by allowing personal reflection time within
a group conversation



encourages lively dialogue featuring multiple perspectives



requires any individuals presenting their personal work to remain
silent so that the feedback and insights offered from their
colleagues are not lost



reminds individuals to return to the evidence offered in the text or
the video, rather than offering opinions, when conversations are
focused on current research



provides a safe and supportive structure for all to inspect their
practices and results of the learning (p. 2)
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While protocols can vary in purpose and process, they ultimately provide a clear and transparent structure that promotes conversation among colleagues. Allen and Blythe (2004) suggest
that while protocols may appear simple on the surface, they are in reality quite complex. They
explain that protocols are designed to ‘help configure – not script – an experience through
which individuals and the group as a whole can learn’ (p. 10). McDonald and colleagues
(2015) suggest that protocols ‘force transparency by segmenting elements of a conversation
whose boundaries often blur’ (p. 7). Protocols make positive feedback credible and constructive feedback tolerable. They help members of a PLC to engage in deep and sometimes challenging dialogue; listen meaningfully to others’ opinions; and take action if required.

USING PROTOCOLS IN A COLLABORATIVE TEAM
Building a PLC requires teams of educators to engage in ongoing reflective conversations
about student learning and teacher practice. In these conversations, educators must consider the instructional decisions they have made and examine factors that affect these decisions. By participating in such conversations, educators develop cognitive dispositions that
they might not have been able to develop working in isolation.
The implementation of protocols ensures that focused conversations become the norm and
‘individuals become skilful in learning together’ (Glaude 2011, p. 2). Protocols encourage
educators to take charge of their learning by using inside perspectives from their own and
their colleagues’ reflections to build shared understandings of practice. Some protocols also
incorporate outside sources of information – such as professional readings – to aid colleagues to access, understand and adjust practices according to expert opinions (McDonald
et al. 2015). Ultimately, protocols leverage the knowledge and experience of educators to
solve their own problems and build their professional practices in collaboration with their colleagues. Protocols provide a clear process to elicit our tacit knowledge – the intuitive knowledge that is grounded in context and experience – and reflect on and sometimes challenge
current thinking using a safe and meaningful structure.

Choosing the right protocol to suit your purpose
There is an abundance of protocols available for educators to use in collaborative teams.
Some protocols support collaborative teams to work through problems of practice, while others aid in the analysis of student work samples and data. Choosing an appropriate protocol
to suit the purpose is essential to success.
When considering what protocol would suit your purpose, it is important to contemplate aspects such as number of participants, time available, resources required and, most importantly, what outcome is expected. Some protocols can be easily administered in a short amount
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of time with little resources or preparation. Others require careful planning and preparation.
Simply implementing a protocol in an ad hoc manner may not lead to improved dialogue and
reflection among colleagues. Instead, educators should consider the purpose of their focus
and the products they want to develop, and then identify a process that will enable them to
meet their goals. For example, a team of teachers may want to focus on improving the ways
they resolve issues in their team. They want a relative short protocol that they can use and
trust whenever they come up against issues that require careful and strategic problem-solving. They could use the Peeling the Onion Protocol (McDonald et al. 2015) discussed later in
this chapter to assist their team in dealing with problems or conflict that arise as a natural
part of the change process.

Implementing protocols with ﬁdelity
One important aspect of protocols is to trust the process. When teams begin to use protocols, they can sometimes feel artificial and clumsy because they disrupt the natural flow of
conversation. However, this disturbance is intentional. Protocols are designed to turn natural
conversations into structured, highly reflective dialogues that create time for talking and
listening, provide boundaries to restrict judgement and disrespectful behaviours, and afford
opportunities for both individual and group learning to occur (Allen & Blythe 2004). Regular
practice is therefore essential.
When initially implementing protocols, there is a tendency for collaborative teams to divert
from the original guidelines or steps and replace them with more natural dialogue. While this
natural dialogue may be effective, all too often it can lead to unproductive results. Interruptions, distractions, dominance by some team members or lack of participation by others may
ultimately affect the outcomes – as too may the lack of evidence to support thinking. It is
therefore important to implement protocols with fidelity and accuracy to the guidelines. One
way to support this implementation is to appoint a facilitator to the process.

Role of facilitator when implementing the protocol
A facilitator’s role is to maintain commitment and support colleagues to believe in the protocol’s capacity to create a space where group members can learn together (Allen & Blythe
2004). At the heart of the role of the facilitator, then, is the ability and skill to support participation and success through equity and trusting relationships (McDonald et al. 2015).
Facilitators should be firm but supportive in protocol implementation by encouraging full
participation and ensuring that all members of the team feel respected and safe as they
participate. This means helping colleagues to understand the purpose, process and products
of the protocol and creating an environment where all members are responsible and accountable for the team’s actions.
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At times, the facilitator may be required to encourage a member to participate more or suggest that another member listens more attentively to others. A facilitator may be required to
guide conversations by providing prompts, connecting ideas or paraphrasing responses to ensure clarity is achieved by all. Often, a facilitator will need to open and conclude the protocol.
McDonald and colleagues (2015) suggest facilitators should aim to support team members
to contribute early and in ways that will connect all members to the focus of the conversation. This ensures uncomfortable silences and dominant behaviours are not present from the
beginning. They also suggest that facilitators close protocols by considering three questions
(p. 20):
 WHAT? What have I learnt about the topic that brought this team together?
 SO WHAT? What difference does it seem to make – for example, to my teaching or
my team’s planning?
 NOW WHAT? What steps can I take to make the most of what I have learned?
While the role of the facilitator is significant to the success of the protocol, it is important
for all members of the team to understand that the protocol is not a solution but instead a
practice that, over time, can be harnessed and embedded in regular conversations.

PROTOCOLS THAT AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS ARE USING IN PLCS
Australian schools transforming into PLCs are successfully implementing a range of protocols
to support learning dialogue. Below, we briefly explore how four of the more common protocols can be adopted by teams to support clear and effective conversations about student
learning. These protocols are as follows:
 Tuning Protocol
 Peeling the Onion Protocol
 Three Levels of Text Protocol
 Looking at Data Protocol
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Tuning Protocol
The Tuning Protocol (McDonald et al. 2015) is a facilitated process that aids educators to
share and discuss student work. Typically, a member of the team shares student work with
the team members without interruption from colleagues. Team members then have time
to examine the work, ask clarifying questions and provide feedback that is both supportive
(warm) and challenging (cool). The presenter has the opportunity to address the feedback
and debrief about the process. The role of the facilitator is to encourage all team members to
be respectful listeners and contributors to the dialogue. An example of the Tuning Protocol is
opposite, although many schools have made adaptations to suit their purposes.
Frequently, schools in Australia have used the Tuning Protocol to help determine whether
students have learnt what they have been taught. Using students’ work samples, teams of
teachers reflect on and analyse the student responses to determine whether teaching and
learning has been successful. In employing the Tuning Protocol, teams use highly reflective
conversations and evidence of student learning to monitor and check the effectiveness of
teacher practice.
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TUNING PROTOCOL
The Tuning Protocol takes 45 minutes to an hour or more. The guidelines below are for an
hour-long session, which is common. Usually 6–12 participants are involved, though the protocol is sometimes used by groups as large as 30. Presenters might share relevant supporting materials, which may include documents in paper or video format.
Steps
a. INTRODUCTION. The facilitator briefly introduces the protocol goals and norms
and distributes a copy of the steps. (5 minutes)
b. PRESENTATION. The presenter shares the problem, or a draft of a plan currently
under development, and provides relevant information about efforts to date. The
presenter may also highlight particular questions that he or she would like the
respondents to address, drawing on documents as appropriate to support the presentation. During this step, respondents may not speak. (15 minutes)
c. RESPONSE. Respondents note their warm and cool reactions to what the presenter has said. Warm reactions emphasise the strength of the presenter’s views
of the problem and his or her particular approaches to solving it. Cool reactions
emphasise problematic aspects of these. Often cool reactions come in the form
of questions: ‘I’m wondering why you chose to …’ or ‘I’m curious about your
interpretation of the parental reaction. Could you say more?’ During this step, the
presenter may not speak. He or she is encouraged instead to take notes, and in
the process to consider which responses to comment on and which to let pass. In
some versions of the Tuning Protocol, participants are invited to offer warm reactions first, then cool. In other versions, participants are encouraged to mix warm
and cool (though never in the same response). (15 minutes)
d. REACTION. The presenter reacts to any responses he or she chooses to react to.
The presenter is reminded that the response is not meant to answer questions but
to talk about her or his thinking. During this step, respondents may not speak. (10
minutes)
e. CONVERSATION. Presenter and respondents engage in open conversation. (10
minutes)
f.

DEBRIEFING. Participants reflect on the process and explore ways to use the protocol in other situations. The facilitator may ask, ‘How did it feel hearing warm and
cool feedback? How did it feel not being able to respond to the feedback? How can
you apply this protocol in your ordinary work?’ (5 minutes)
$GDSWHGIURP0F'RQDOGHWDO SS²
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Peeling the Onion Protocol
Solving problems is an ongoing issue for any collaborative team. The various opinions, perspectives and experiences of a diverse range of team members are what make for successful
collaboration, but they can also be the cause of unresolved conflict. Using problem-solving
protocols such as Peeling the Onion (McDonald et al. 2015) encourages teams to frame
problems for collaborative review.
Peeling the Onion is a structured method that supports educators as they solve problems
collaboratively. The protocol helps colleagues peel away the layers of a problem so that they
can get to the crux of the issue. The role of the facilitator is important in this protocol, as
people have a natural tendency to offer solutions instead of gradually unpacking the problem.
The facilitator must ensure that participants listen, reflect and pose questions instead of
suggesting resolutions. An example of the Peeling the Onion Protocol is opposite.
In collaborative teams, educators have used this protocol and others similar to it when dealing with a range of challenges. At times, the challenge at hand may be a personal issue that
is based on the relationships within the team, but more often the focus is on working through
problems of practice in teaching and learning. Educators commonly use such protocols to
identify teaching strategies that they can implement to support students who are having difficulties with learning.
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PEELING THE ONION
The protocol takes approximately 40 minutes and is best for a group of 10–12 members.
Steps
a. SHARING THE PROBLEM. Someone agrees to share a problem that he or she
needs help with. (5 minutes)
b. CLARIFYING QUESTIONS. Only clarifying questions may be asked – ones that
elicit brief additional explanation. (3 minutes)
c. ACTIVE LISTENING. The facilitator leads a go-round in which everyone completes the statement: ‘I understand the problem to be … ’ The presenter stays
silent and takes notes. (10 minutes)
d. PEELING/PROBING. The facilitator leads another go-round in which everyone
gets to pose additional questions raised by having heard the first round. (10
minutes)
e. RESPONSE. The facilitator invites a response from the presenter as follows:
‘Having heard these questions, please share any new thoughts about the problem you presented.’ (5 minutes)
f.

OPEN CONVERSATION. The group is invited to have an open conversation. (5
minutes)

g. DEBRIEFING. The facilitator prompts: ‘How was this like peeling an onion?
What other “onions” do you imagine peeling?’ (2 minutes)
Adapted from McDonald et al. (2015, p. 37)
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Three Levels of Text Protocol
Professional reading is an important part of educator learning. By engaging in professional
reading, educators can connect with new ideas, identify the latest research and reflect on
their practices in comparison with those of others. Engaging in professional reading with
colleagues is a supportive and worthwhile activity as it gives teachers the space and time to
deeply engage with the main ideas in the professional reading. The Three Levels of Text Protocol (Brown Easton 2009) supports teams of teachers to collaboratively construct meaning
and to clarify and extend their thinking about a reading.
The Three Levels of Text Protocol encourages participants to read short sections of a text
and highlight key words, phrases and sentences. Then, with the support of a facilitator, participants share these connections by explaining their importance. A whole-team discussion
follows in which team members discuss what these main ideas mean for their practice. The
protocol concludes with a debrief. An example of the Three Levels of Text Protocol is opposite.
Collaborative teams in Australia are using protocols like the Three Levels of Text Protocol when researching and inquiring into best practice. Educators are constantly barraged
with ideas, strategies and activities, but many of these ideas are not created according
to an evidence-based instructional model. Educators in collaborative teams constantly question, critique and inquire into best practice to ensure that the opportunities they
provide their students are the best possible practices that will lead to high levels of
learning. A protocol such as Three Levels of Text has supported educators to identify effective assessment practices and understand complex instructional approaches. In reading and discussing such issues in a collaborative team environment, shared understandings are built and resources and strategies are critiqued before implementation occurs.
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THREE LEVELS OF TEXT PROTOCOL
The ideal group size is 6–10 participants, so if the whole group is larger, it should be
broken into subgroups. There is no presenter in this protocol, but there should be a facilitator. It is also helpful to have a recorder who will chart what people say.
This protocol can be done in a few as 20 minutes, and can be extended for as long as
there is time. In fact, the protocol should be extended if the text being examined is long
and complex or if there are more than 10 people in a group. The suggested times below
are based on a 45-minute session.
Steps
a. INTRODUCING THE TEXT. This step may occur before the participants meet or
at the beginning of the session. Participants read, view or listen to the text and
take notes. (Time depends on length and complexity of text)
b. SENTENCES. Each member of the group selects a sentence that he or she
finds significant from the text (if the text is written) or from notes (if the text
is aural or visual). The other participants listen and take notes on what each
person says, but there is no discussion. (10 minutes)
c. PHRASES. Each member of the group selects a phrase that he or she finds significant from the text (if the text is written) or from notes (if the text is aural or
visual). The other participants listen and take notes on what each person says,
but there is no discussion. (10 minutes)
d. WORDS. Each member of the group selects a word that he or she finds significant from the text (if the text is written) or from notes (if the text is aural or
visual). The other participants listen and take notes on what each person says,
but there is no discussion. (10 minutes)
e. DISCUSSION. Participants discuss what they heard and what they’ve learned
about the text being studied. (10 minutes)
f.

DEBRIEFING. The group debriefs the process. (5 minutes)
$GDSWHGIURP%URZQ(DVWRQ S
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TRANSFORMATIVE COLLABORATION: Five commitments for leading a PLC

Looking at Data Protocol
Collaborative teams use data to improve learning. Teams of teachers use this data to respond and monitor the success of teaching, learning and leadership. However, analysing data
isn’t always an easy process. It requires patience, organisation and, most importantly, the
time and resources to respond to the findings.
The Looking at Data Protocol (McDonald et al. 2015) guides teams of educators to analyse
student data and identify the strengths and challenges of practice. The protocol begins by inviting participants to identify the facts associated with the data without engaging in collaborative conversation. After the facts have been identified, the facilitator supports the team to dig
deeper by offering additional thoughts about the data and providing evidence. Following this,
participants identify strengths and problems using the data and conclude by offering recommendations for addressing the data. An example of the Looking at Data Protocol is opposite.
Australian collaborative teams are using the Looking at Data Protocol for a range of purposes. The protocol is utilised when schools are working on their mission and vision. Using large
data sets such as NAPLAN and parent and student opinion surveys, educators can identify
priorities for the school and set directions for further attention. The protocol also helps
schools monitor progress towards goals that have been previously set and engage in reflection, redirection and celebration through analysis.
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Session 3
Strengthen Your Use of
Explicit Instruction
“Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardour and attended to with diligence.” —Abigail
Adams. Ask a room full of educators how they would define explicit instruction and you will typically get a range of
different responses. In this session, participants will develop a shared understanding of what explicit instruction
is and how the inclusion of this has a significant impact on the teaching and learning process.
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Strengthen Your Use of Explicit Instruction

Please stand if the statement made
is “just like you”!

ZĞĂĚĂŶĚZĞƐƉŽŶĚ
“Learning is not attained by chance; it must
be sought for with ardour and attended to
with diligence.”
Abigail Adams
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,QWHQGHG2XWFRPHV

¾

¾

ƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƐ
dŽĚĞƐŝŐŶĂŶĚĐŽŶĨŝŐƵƌĞ͙
dŽĚĞƐŝŐŶŝƐƚŽĐƌĞĂƚĞĂŶĚƉůĂŶ
dŽĐŽŶĨŝŐƵƌĞŝƐƚŽĂƌƌĂŶŐĞŽƌƉƵƚƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ
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dĞĂĐŚĞƌƐĂƐƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƐŽĨ>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐ

dĞĂĐŚĞƌƐĐƌĞĂƚĞ͕ƉůĂŶĂŶĚƉƵƚƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ
ƚŚĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞ͘WƵƚƚŝŶŐ
ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌŝƐƚŚĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐŽĨƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ͘

7HDFKHUVDV$UFKLWHFWVRI
/HDUQLQJ0LVVLRQ
͕Ǥ 
 
͖Ǥ  
    

͗Ǥ  
  
ǡǡ  
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   ǫ

>ŽŽŬŝŶŐĨŽƌŶƐǁĞƌƐ͍
ĞĨŝŶĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚdĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ

^ŚĂƌĞĂŶĚĚŝƐĐƵƐƐǇŽƵƌ
ĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ
ŵĞŵďĞƌƐĂƚǇŽƵƌƚĂďůĞ

ǆƉůŝĐŝƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
͞ǆƉůŝĐŝƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŝƐĂƉƌŽĐĞƐƐƚŚĂƚ
ŝŶǀŽůǀĞƐƚĞůůŝŶŐ͕ƐŚŽǁŝŶŐĂŶĚůĂƐƚůǇŐƵŝĚŝŶŐ
ƵŶƚŝůŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶĐĞŝƐŽďƚĂŝŶĞĚ͘
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ǆƉůŝĐŝƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
dŚĞŐŽĂůŽĨĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚŝŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŝƐƚŽƌĞůĞĂƐĞ
ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƚǇŽĨůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐŽǀĞƌƚŽƚŚĞ
ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĐĂƌĞĨƵůůǇƉůĂŶŶĞĚ͕
ƐǇƐƚĞŵĂƚŝĐůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ͘

ǆƉůŝĐŝƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
ǇƚŚĞǀĞƌǇŶĂƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞƵƐĞŽĨƚŚĞǁŽƌĚ
͚ĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚ͕͛ƚŚĞŝŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨĨĞƌĞĚŝƐĚŝƌĞĐƚ
ĂŶĚƵŶĂŵďŝŐƵŽƵƐ͘͟

ƌĐŚĞƌĂŶĚ,ƵŐŚĞƐϮϬϭϭ

ǆƉůŝĐŝƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
^ƵƉƉŽƌƚƐůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐƚŽ͗
•
•
•
•
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ƚƚĞŶĚƚŽǁŚĂƚŝƐŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ
>ĞĂƌŶǁŚĂƚŝƐŝŶƚĞŶĚĞĚ
WƌĂĐƚŝĐĞǁŚĂƚŝƐůĞĂƌŶĞĚ
ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞǁŚĂƚŚĂƐďĞĞŶůĞĂƌŶĞĚ
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ŽŵƉĂƌĞĂŶĚŽŶƚƌĂƐƚ

ŽŵƉĂƌĞƚŚŝƐĚĞĨŝŶŝƚŝŽŶǁŝƚŚǇŽƵƌƐ
/ŶǁŚĂƚǁĂǇƐǁĂƐŝƚƐŝŵŝůĂƌ͍
/ŶǁŚĂƚǁĂǇƐǁĂƐŝƚĚŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚ͍

tŚĂƚ'ŽĞƐƌŽƵŶĚŽŵĞƐĂĐŬƌŽƵŶĚ

^ŽŵĞĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ
ǆƉůŝĐŝƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŝƐŚĞĂǀŝůǇŝŶĨůƵĞŶĐĞĚďǇ
ƚŚĞůĞĂƌŶŝŶŐƚŚĞŽƌǇŽĨĐůĂƐƐŝĐĂůďĞŚĂǀŝŽƌŝƐƚ
ƐƚŝŵƵůƵƐͬƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞͬĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐŵŽĚĞůƐ
ĚĞǀĞůŽƉĞĚďǇ͘&^ŬŝŶŶĞƌ
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^ŽŵĞĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ
ĂƌĂŬZŽƐĞŶƐŚŝŶĞĨŽƵŶĚƚŚĂƚĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚ
ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐǁŽƌŬƐďĞƐƚŝŶƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĂďŽĚǇŽĨ
ĐŽŶƚĞŶƚ ŽƌǁĞůůĚĞĨŝŶĞĚƐŬŝůůƐ ƐƵĐŚĂƐŝŶ
ƌĞĂĚŝŶŐĂŶĚŵĂƚŚĞŵĂƚŝĐƐ͘

^ŽŵĞĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ
ĂƌĂŬZŽƐĞŶƐŚŝŶĞĞǆƚƌĂƉŽůĂƚĞĚƐŝǆŬĞǇ
ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐŶĞĞĚĞĚĨŽƌŚŝŐŚůĞǀĞů
ĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐƚŽŽĐĐƵƌ

^ŽŵĞĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ
ĂƌĂŬZŽƐĞŶƐŚŝŶĞĞǆƚƌĂƉŽůĂƚĞĚƐŝǆŬĞǇ
ƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĨƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐŶĞĞĚĞĚĨŽƌŚŝŐŚůĞǀĞů
ĞǆƉůŝĐŝƚƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐƚŽŽĐĐƵƌ
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^ŽŵĞĂĐŬŐƌŽƵŶĚ
ϭ͘
Ϯ͘
ϯ͘
ϰ͘
ϱ͘
ϲ͘

ZĞǀŝĞǁ
WƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ
'ƵŝĚĞĚWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ
ŽƌƌĞĐƚŝŽŶƐĂŶĚ&ĞĞĚďĂĐŬ
/ŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ
tĞĞŬůǇĂŶĚDŽŶƚŚůǇZĞǀŝĞǁƐ

<ĞǇƐƉĞĐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞdĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐ
Zs/t
hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚƚŚĞƉƌĞƌĞƋƵŝƐŝƚĞƐŬŝůůƐĂŶĚ
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞŽĨƚŚĞůĞƐƐŽŶ͙
<EKtt,dzKhZd,/E'͊

<ĞǇƐƉĞĐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞdĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐ
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WZ^Edd/KE
^ƚĂƚĞŽƵƚĐŽŵĞƐĂŶĚĐƌŝƚĞƌŝĂĨŽƌůĞƐƐŽŶ
dĞĂĐŚŝŶ^ŵĂůů^ƚĞƉƐ;ĐŚƵŶŬƐͿ
DŽĚĞůWƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĞƐ
WƌŽǀŝĚĞŽŶĐƌĞƚĞWŽƐŝƚŝǀĞǆĂŵƉůĞƐĂŶĚ
EĞŐĂƚŝǀĞǆĂŵƉůĞƐ
hƐĞůĞĂƌ>ĂŶŐƵĂŐĞ
ŚĞĐŬĨŽƌhŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ
ǀŽŝĚŝŐƌĞƐƐŝŽŶƐ
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<ĞǇƐƉĞĐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞdĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐ
'h/WZd/
• ,ŝŐŚ&ƌĞƋƵĞŶĐǇŽĨYƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ
• ůůƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĂŶĚƌĞĐĞŝǀĞĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ
• ŽŶƚŝŶƵĞWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞƵŶƚŝů^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĂƌĞ&ůƵŝĚ

<ĞǇƐƉĞĐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞdĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐ
KZZd/KE^E&<
• 'ŝǀĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬǁŚĞŶĂŶƐǁĞƌƐĂƌĞ
ĐŽƌƌĞĐƚďƵƚŚĞƐŝƚĂŶƚ
• 'ŝǀĞƐƵƐƚĂŝŶŝŶŐĨĞĞĚďĂĐŬ͕ĐůƵĞƐŽƌƌĞͲƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ
ĨŽƌŝŶĐŽƌƌĞĐƚĂŶƐǁĞƌƐ
• WƌŽǀŝĚĞƌĞͲƚĞĂĐŚŝŶŐǁŚĞŶŶĞĐĞƐƐĂƌǇ

<ĞǇƐƉĞĐƚƐŽĨƚŚĞdĞĂĐŚŝŶŐ&ƵŶĐƚŝŽŶƐ
•
•
•
•
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/EWEEdWZd/
^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐƌĞĐĞŝǀĞŚĞůƉĚƵƌŝŶŐŝŶŝƚŝĂůƐƚĞƉƐ͕Žƌ
ŽǀĞƌǀŝĞǁ
WƌĂĐƚŝĐĞĐŽŶƚŝŶƵĞƐƵŶƚŝůƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐĂƌĞ
ĂƵƚŽŵĂƚŝĐ;ǁŚĞƌĞƌĞůĞǀĂŶƚͿ
dĞĂĐŚĞƌƐƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĂĐƚŝǀĞƐƵƉĞƌǀŝƐŝŽŶ;ǁŚĞƌĞ
ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞͿ
ZŽƵƚŝŶĞƐĂƌĞƵƐĞĚƚŽŐŝǀĞŚĞůƉƚŽƐůŽǁĞƌ
ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ
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Most
Important
Point
• Reflect on the six
functions and select
Most Important Point
(MIP).
• Join an eye contact
partner and share your
MIP

ǆƉůŝĐŝƚŝƌĞĐƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
:ŽŚŶ,ŽůůŝŶŐƐǁŽƌƚŚĂŶĚ^ŝůǀŝĂzďĂƌƌĂ

ǆƉůŝĐŝƚŝƌĞĐƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
ϭ͘ ĐƚŝǀĂƚĞWƌŝŽƌ<ŶŽǁůĞĚŐĞĂŶĚďĞĐůĞĂƌ
ŽŶ>ĞĂƌŶŝŶŐKďũĞĐƚŝǀĞ
Ϯ͘ ǆƉůĂŝŶ͕DŽĚĞůĂŶĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞ
ĐŽŶĐĞƉƚƐ͕ƐŬŝůůƐĂŶĚŬĞǇƉŝĞĐĞƐ
ϯ͘ 'ƵŝĚĞWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞ
ϰ͘ /ŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚWƌĂĐƚŝĐĞĂŶĚZĞǀŝĞǁ
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ǆƉůŝĐŝƚŝƌĞĐƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
ϭ͘ ŚĞĐŬĨŽƌhŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ
ƚŚĞƉƌŽĐĞƐƐ͗
9

hƐĞƚŚĞƐƚƌĂƚĞŐǇŽĨdWW>

Ϯ͘ ǆƉůĂŝŶŝŶŐŝƐƚĞůůŝŶŐƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ
ŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƚŝŽŶ;ĚĞĐůĂƌĂƚŝǀĞͿŽƌƚĞůůŝŶŐ
ƚŚĞŵŚŽǁƚŽĚŽƐŽŵĞƚŚŝŶŐ
;ƉƌŽĐĞĚƵƌĂůͿ

ǆƉůŝĐŝƚŝƌĞĐƚ/ŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶ
ϯ͘DŽĚĞůŝŶŐŝƐƵƚŝůŝƐŝŶŐƚŚĞdŚŝŶŬͲůŽƵĚƐ

^ƚƌĂƚĞŐǇ
ϰ͘ĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶŝƐĂƉŚǇƐŝĐĂů
ĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚŝŽŶ

͙Ǥ 
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͚Ǥ 

͚Ǥ 

͛Ǥ 
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͜Ǥ

Let’s Practice!
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Chapter 6
Consider Explicit Instruction
Learning is not attained by chance; it must be sought for with ardour and
attended to with diligence.
Abigail Adams

A Working Definition
According to Boyles(2006), explicit instruction is a process that involves telling, showing and
lastly guiding until independence is obtained. The goal of explicit instruction is to release
responsibility of learning over to the learner through carefully planned, systematic learning
experiences. By the very nature of the use of the word ‘explicit’, the instruction offered is
direct and unambiguous (Archer and Hughes, 2011) . Characterised by scaffolding, explicit
instruction ensures the learner clearly understands the instructional target and is provided
with practice opportunities and feedback until mastery is achieved.

Rationale
“You don’t know what you don’t know.” We have heard this a lot during our time as educators
and believe it ﬁts aptly here as a rationale for why we need instructional support through
the learning journey. There are many schools of thought about the use of explicit teaching
compared with more “open” approaches to learning but we don’t see them as separate. Even
within a more ﬂexible learning arrangement, there becomes the need for explicit instruction.
We deﬁne this as simply a form of instruction to assist the learner working throughout the
learning process. The key word here is instruction. A teacher’s role within the learning journey
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is to instruct the learner on what to do next, what to do again and what to reﬁne. When a
learner is truly stuck or lacks the independent learning strategies to move on in their learning
then providing this instructional support becomes imperative. Our goal as effective teachers is
to be metacognitive with the learning and to communicate this with the learner.
There is a strong correlation between this exemplar and Chapter 7(Consider Modelling and
Examplars).

Strategies to Consider
As outlined earlier in this chapter there are many ways in which we might provide instructional
support to our students. The following explicit instruction framework might assist you in
identifying some elements that promote successful instruction in your own practice:
• Generate attention – Clarify the learning purpose of the instruction by guiding
focused attention to the essential elements of the learning. Cater for learning
preferences and abilities when instructing by repeating instructions and providing
instructions in a written and verbal form
• Memorise learning – Assist students in memorising what they are learning through
chunking information, provide feedback to shape or guide their learning to
encourage further development and to avoid the development of misconceptions,
and structure sequential learning experiences and the teaching of memory
strategies such as mnemonics
• Replicate the learning – Give students the opportunity to practise what they have
learned. Scaffold this process by (sometimes) gradually encouraging independent
performance
• Demonstrate learning – Give students the opportunity to demonstrate what they
have learned to reinforce the learning and provide insight as to their level of mastery
or transfer
In summary, a teacher should generate attention to the learning, memorise the learning,
replicate the learning and demonstrate the learning and through the process articulate ways in
which this can be done for the learner.
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Putting the Learning in Context
Consider the following scenario where we outline the same learning experience in two
different ways; one that is inclusive of the consideration for explicit instruction and one that
isn’t.
Jane is utilising a 90-minute morning block to teach her Year 6 students how to construct a
provocative introduction to the construction of a persuasive text. It became evident through
the teams’ common assessment that all students were having difﬁculty with this aspect of
persuasive writing.

SCENARIO

ONE

Jane explains to the students they are going to focus on introductions to persuasive texts as
their ﬁrst attempt showed that they were not up to standard. She introduces them to the three
criteria for effective introductions:
• There is a provocative statement included (she deﬁnes “provocative”).
• The author states their position on the topic.
• The author outlines personal and practical reasons why they hold this position.
She asks students to craft a new paragraph based upon these three elements in their draft
books. They are allowed to use the same topic as their ﬁrst attempt. Jane roves the room
answering questions, supporting those who struggle to get started and providing feedback
on where she thinks they might need help. Early ﬁnishers are asked to read from a selection
of persuasive texts from the reading box. With 20 minutes to go she asks the students to
share some of their new paragraphs with the whole class by explaining what changes they
made and why. Jane is happy with the changes she has observed.

SCENARIO

TWO

Jane explains to the students that their ﬁrst attempts in writing persuasive texts illustrated
that they needed to work on the opening paragraph or the introduction. She explains that,
while some students included some elements on the whole, they were lacking and needed
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more work. She shares that what she intends for the lesson is for the students to self-assess
where they think they were strong and weak and then make modiﬁcations to their opening
paragraphs.
She introduces them to three things that she wants them to remember when constructing an
opening paragraph:
• There is a provocative statement included (she deﬁnes “provocative” and gives an
example of a provocative statement).
• The author states their position on the topic (she provides a related example).
• The author outlines personal and practical reasons why they hold this position (she
provides speciﬁc examples).
She then asks a student to volunteer their ﬁrst attempt paragraph. By using the interactive
white board, she shares her thinking with her students as she compares the elements to this
text. She explains why she thinks she should make changes to the text and which parts. She
does this for only one of the criteria.
Then the students are asked to take their work back to their table and check the opening
paragraph against these three criteria. Students are asked to record their reﬂections in their
thinking journals or on the paragraph itself. After 20 minutes Jane asks the class to share
some of their observations. She records them on the white board. On a new piece of paper
students are asked to now have a go at re-framing their opening paragraph, taking into
account what they just heard reminds them to keep the three elements in mind. With 15
minutes to go she asks students to leave out on the table both their original and new opening
paragraph. She asks students to walk around looking at different examples making notes on
what changes were made and why. She asks for their thoughts in the last ﬁve minutes of the
lesson and then shares what she hears is the learning that is taking place in the speciﬁc area
of constructing an opening to persuasive text.
Which scenario do you believe lent itself to deeper levels of learning and was more
representative and considerate of the learner? Why might this be so? How might this relate to
this consideration?

When it is Missing
When “explicit teaching” is missing from the teacher’s approach, the learning environment
may show some of the following symptoms:
• Learners are unclear of what thinking and processes are involved to undertake the
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

task successfully.
Learners may miss an opportunity to see what successful thinking looks and
sounds like when working through a task.
Learners ﬁnd it difﬁcult to get started on a task or apply what has just been explained.
Learners perceive and/or feel that the teacher doesn’t really explain things properly.
Learners struggle to apply new approaches to challenging learning tasks leading to
a lack of growth in their learning and the results that follow.
Teachers tend to spend time discussing “what” has to be done with little focus on
“why” learners are doing it and how it could be done.
Limited connections are made between the content of a lesson and the personal
experiences of either the teacher or the learner.
Disproportionate amounts of time are spent between doing the task and “learning”centred dialogue.

When it is Evident
A learning culture, where explicit teaching is mindfully considered and applied, will show
evidence of:
• students who engage in the task and become aware of what they need to replicate
or practise in order to get better
• students who have tools and “mental” models for working through more complex
tasks
• a working understanding of what it looks like and sounds like to be successful
within a speciﬁc task, assignment or process
• dialogue that centres explicitly on the “learning” and what is intended to be
understood
• plenty of opportunities for
° paying attention to the learning
° developing strategies to remember key aspects to the learning
° opportunities for applying the learning though guided practice
° utilising thinking and concrete models to support the learning, for example,
posters, charts, recorded dialogue, work samples, sharing of internal thinking
processes and exemplars

Think and Reflect
1. In what ways might you increase the use of explicit instruction for your students?
2. When you think about the explicit instruction needed for your students, what might
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you perceive as their greatest learning needs?
3. If you were to ask your students about the explicit instructions they would most
beneﬁt from, what do you think they might say?

Suppor ting Ideas and Research
Parker, M. & Hurry, J. (2007) “Teachers’ Use of Questioning and Modelling
Comprehension Skills in Primary Classrooms”. Educational Review, 59.3, pp. 299–314.

This research study found that modelling and questioning practices were more effective if
teachers explicitly taught students what they were doing while they were doing it. The key
was the explicit teaching that went on while demonstrating a skill or strategy.
Archer A.L. & Hughes C.A. (2011) Explicit Instruction: Effective and Efﬁcient Teaching.
New York: The Guilford Press.

Detailed examples and explanations of explicit teaching practices, including lesson plans. A
very practical resource.
Hattie, J. A. (2009) Visible Learning. London: Routledge.

Hattie summarises some interesting work on direct instruction on pages 204–207 and makes
an important distinction between the very effective direct instruction and didactic teaching. He
articulates well the elements of direct instruction.
Marzano, R. (2007) The Art and Science of Teaching: A Comprehensive Framework for
Effective Instruction. Melbourne, Victoria: Hawker Brownlow Education.

In this comprehensive study and explanation of research-based instructional strategies,
Marzano outlines many ways in which we can be explicit in our instruction, supporting some
of the key ideas in this chapter. Speciﬁcally Chapter 1 and Chapter 3 provide research and
tips to ensure that students understand what we want them to learn and how to develop
generative knowledge.
Danielson, C. (2007) Enhancing Professional Practice: A Framework for Teaching.
Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

In Domain 3: Instruction, Danielson outlines through Domain 3a, indicators for how effective
teachers communicate with their students. This supports the concept of explicit instruction as
we have deﬁned it.
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RESOURCES

With experience as a teacher, assistant principal and educational coach, Gavin Grift’s passion,
commitment and style have made him an in-demand presenter of keynotes, seminars and in-school
support days. As a speaker, Gavin connects with national and international audiences on topics ranging
g
from Cognitive Coaching and quality teacher practice to professional learning communities (PLCs) and
d
learning-centred leadership.

Collaborative Systems of Support
Chris Weber, Tom Hierck, Garth Larson, Colin Sloper,
Gavin Grift • 9781760017897
Inspired by Professional Learning Communities, Response to Intervention and Multi-Tiered Systems of
Support, the authors draw from their collective extensive background in the field to support educators
in ensuring high levels of learning for all students.
Collaborative Systems of Support has the potential to revolutionise
the way we think about teaching and learning.

HB7897 • $35.95

Transformative Collaboration:
Five Commitments for Leading a
Professional Learning Community
Michelle Jones, Colin Sloper, Tonia Flanagan,
Janelle Wills, Alma Harris, Kylie Lipscombe, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017477
The authors of this book have cumulatively
supported over 1000 schools to cultivate the collaborative
culture required to meet the academic and social needs of every
student. Transformative Collaboration: Five Commitments for
Leading a Professional Learning Community is the outcome
of this experience, and takes you beneath the surface of the
school as professional learning community (PLC) to explore
the critical commitments that leaders must make to truly
transform school culture and get the results students deserve.

HB7477 • $
$39.95

Groups at Work: Strategies and
Structures for Professional Learning
Laura Lipton, Bruce Wellman • 9781760017385

Groups at Work: Strategies and Structures for
Professional Learning is a practical guide to
structuring productive groups, providing strategies
for conducting time-efficient, task focused
meetings. Thoughtful application of this toolbox
will change the dynamic of your meetings resulting in greater
satisfaction, stronger relationships and higher quality collaborative
work. This indispensable resource for developing skilful groups
includes more than 78 field-tested strategies for structuring timeefficient, task-focused meetings and work sessions. Each strategy
description includes clear directions for application, including
necessary materials, time frames and suggested group size.

MRV7385 • $42.95

Assessing the Whole Child
Gavin Grift, Jane Satchwell • 9781741700428
A step-by-step approach is used to understand the
context, develop the content and celebrate the results of the use of portfolios and their integral role
within powerful student-led conferences. The underlying principle of this process is the use of metacognition in the classroom, which enables students to
take genuine responsibility for their learning.

Securing Learning Success: Improving
Student Outcomes Series, Volume One
Gavin Grift • 9781760560256
More than any other time in education, schools are
being asked to address the challenges of ensuring
we leave no students behind in their pursuit for
success - regardless of their background, previous
achievements and dispositions. Sometimes the challenge in
seeking resource support in schools is not a shortage of information
but knowing which information is most relevant to their school
improvement efforts. Securing Learning Success looks closely
at some of the important factors leaders and teachers require
to put learning first. Chapter extracts from leading international
and Australian authors have been compiled to provide practical
strategies for teams in their pursuit of securing learning success.

HB0256 • $39.95

Teachers as Architects of Learning
Gavin Grift, Clare Major • 9781743308806
The core business for every school, teacher and student
is learning, and any discussion outside of this is simply a
distraction. Teachers as Architects of Learning provides
the reader with the chance to become an architect for
successful learning by introducing platforms to support
the construction of a successful learning experience.
The book encourages educators to raise their consciousness of how they
can best support learning within the context in which they work, regardless
of the level or subject that they teach. It takes key educational learning
theory and synthesises it for the formulation of research-based teaching
considerations and explicit strategies. Teachers looking to improve
their planning and practice will find this book a great way to move from
understanding to action.

HB8806 • $35.95
Collaborative Teams That Transform
Schools: The Next Step in PLCs
Laurel Hecker, Janelle Wills, Jan Hoegh, Phil Warrick,
Robert Marzano, Tammy Heflebower, Gavin Grift
• 9781760017484
Collaborative Teams That Transform Schools:
The Next Step in PLCs is groundbreaking. It offers
F–12 teachers and school leaders a practical, comprehensive
model for building successful professional learning communities
(PLCs). Authors Robert J. Marzano, Tammy Heflebower, Jan K.
Hoegh, Phil Warrick and Gavin Grift, with contributors Laurel Hecker
and Janelle Wills, draw from extensive research and experience to
present a clear and compelling look at the future of PLCs. Beginning
with essential theory, the authors then detail the practical steps
that collaborative teams can take to transform their schools. If you
are an educator in the process of developing your school as a PLC,
this book is an invaluable resource.

MRL7484 • $35.95

HB0426 • $59.95
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A Handbook for High Reliability Schools
Sonny Magaña, Fred Pleis, Janelle Wills, Jan Hoegh, Julia A
Simms, Pamela Livingstone, David Livingston, Phil Warrick,
Robert Marzano, Tammy Heflebower, Gavin Grift
• 9781760012779
Dr Robert Marzano and his co-authors help you to
transform your school into an organisation that
takes proactive steps to prevent failure and ensure
student success. Using a research-based five-level hierarchy along
with leading and lagging indicators, you’ll learn to assess, monitor
and confirm the effectiveness of your school. This revised Australian
edition of A Handbook for High Reliability Schools has been adapted
by Dr Janelle Wills, director of the Marzano Institute Australia, to align
with Australian educational policies and practices.

MRL2779 • $29.95
The Presenter’s Fieldbook: A Practical
Guide, 2nd Edition
Robert Garmston • 9781929024889
This is a practical, hands-on resource full of ideas and
success-proven strategies will not only put you at ease
when you’re the focus of attention, but actually help
you improve the effectiveness of your presentations.
You’ll refer to this self-help guide over and over again
as you learn to present, strengthen your presentation skills, or improve
the effectiveness of your instruction. The many step-by-step guidelines
help you organize your presentation (everything from designing the
room layout to ordering the events and information), customize your
presentation, and make it right on target for your audience.

CGP4889 • $59.95

Transformative Talk
Gavin Grift • 9781760011734
Transformative Talk: Cognitive Coaches Share Their
Stories is designed to assist aspirant Cognitive
Coaches in developing their coaching capabilities. It
draws upon the insights and experiences of Cognitive
Coaching training associates and agency trainers who
are “walking the talk” in their own lives and careers.
With contributions from coaching professionals as well as a foreword
by Cognitive Coaching founders Arthur L. Costa and Robert Garmston.

HB1734 • $35.95
Peer Coaching to Enrich Professional
Practice, School Culture, and Student
Learning
Pam Robbins • 9781760016111
How can educators work together more effectively
to improve professional practice in a way that
enhances student performance? The answer
involves combining collaborative activities and peer coaching.
This book describes how any school can implement these proven
practices and experience positive changes in teaching, school
culture and learning.

115014 • $36.95

Cognitive Coaching: Developing SelfDirected Leaders and Learners, 3rd Edition
Robert Garmston, Jane Ellison, Carolee Hayes, Arthur Costa
• 9781760013646
In this greatly expanded and extensively updated
edition of a widely popular resource you see how
teachers’ individual and collective capacities for
continuing self-improvement are strengthened over
time through Cognitive Coaching. You gain essential skills, protocols,
guidance, research and resources to use when implementing Cognitive
Coaching principles and values in your own school setting.

CG3646 • $75.95
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